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Metaphysics is commonly defined to include anything that goes beyond the bounds of physics. In other words, metaphysical constructs are not part of science. However, the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy states that: 1



It is not easy to say what metaphysics is.



2



The word ‘metaphysics’ is notoriously hard to define.



Theoretically, metaphysics involves philosophical arguments that lay outside the domain of science. However, the concept that no supernatural force has any impact on the natural world is metaphysical in nature, because nobody can empirically prove it. Yet the National Academy of Sciences has claimed that a strict “reliance upon naturalistic explanations” is the “most basic characteristic of science.”3 Hence, a metaphysical assumption has been defined by the NAS to be at the center of its concept of science, even though metaphysics is considered to be outside the domain of science. If that logic strikes you as circular reasoning, it is. The limit of mainstream scientific tolerance toward the metaphysical concept of supernatural influence is indicated by this quote from Biochemist Michael Behe’s The Edge of Evolution: Some people (officially including the National Academy of Sciences) are willing to allow that the laws of nature may have been purposely fine-tuned for life by an intelligent agent, but they balk at considering further fine-tuning after the Big Bang because they fret it would require “interference” in the operation of nature. So they permit a designer just one shot, at the beginning – after that, hands off.4



The NAS considers it acceptable theology to believe that God may have designed natural processes and set them in motion a long time ago. However, the NAS resists any theology that suggests God may have directly created natural objects. This is described in a quote from Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of Sciences: Many religious persons, including many scientists, hold that God created the universe and the various processes driving physical and biological evolution and that these processes then resulted in the creation of galaxies, our solar system, and life on Earth. This belief, which sometimes is termed "theistic evolution," is not in disagreement with scientific explanations of evolution. Indeed, it reflects the remarkable and inspiring character of the physical universe revealed by cosmology, paleontology, molecular biology, and many other scientific disciplines.5



The metaphysical position taken by the NAS has definite anti-religious implications. Both Judaism and Christianity have clear claims of recent supernatural influence. For example, what value does the Judeo tradition have if a real supernatural God never spoke directly to real men named Abraham and Moses?6 Likewise, without a supernatural resurrection of Christ, the Apostle Paul stated that Christianity would be useless.7 Because the official position of the NAS is that science must have an exclusive reliance on naturalistic explanations, the implication is that only certain religious views can safely coexist with science. In such a view, any form of supernatural interference is taboo. Even if God is restricted to interacting with the thoughts of men, then God might motivate men to move mountains – an indirect form of supernatural influence.
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The very nature of supernatural influence violates the NAS definition for the most basic characteristic of science – a strict reliance on naturalistic explanations. If it is permissible for supernatural influence to lead to men moving mountains, then something other than natural processes could theoretically move mountains. In other words, an alternative possibility to strictly natural explanations would exist. Once science permits a supernatural alternative to exist, Evolution can no longer be enthroned a fact simply because it is considered to be the most plausible naturalistic explanation. For example, the assumption that all events have a naturalistic explanation would not be enough to prove that self-replicating cells have a naturalistic origin. Instead, empirical evidence, that is currently lacking, would be required. In a power struggle over authority, prominent scientists have argued that religion occupies a separate domain from science. For example, the late Evolutionist Stephen J. Gould used the acronym NOMA (Non-Overlapping Magisteria) to describe this separation.8 However, Gould himself acknowledged that a clear disagreement existed between the religious views of Pope Pius XII and the NOMA principle: If Pius is arguing that we cannot entertain a theory about derivation of all modern humans from an ancestral population rather than through an ancestral individual (a potential fact) because such an idea would question the doctrine of original sin (a theological construct), then I would declare him out of line for letting the magisterium of religion dictate a conclusion within the magisterium of science.9



The implication of Gould’s argument is that Evolution is a “potential fact” and, therefore, “theological constructs” that question Evolution are out of line. In effect, this subjects theological constructs to a litmus test determined by what scientists assert to be “potential facts.” In effect, Gould assumes that scientists have the authority to transform their theoretical ideas into facts that can overrule theological constructs. Gould’s definition of NOMA clearly implies that there is no overlap between the magisterium of science and the magisterium of religion. However, Gould is attempting to invalidate a religious construct that clearly overlaps his view on Evolution. Consequently, it is nonsensical for Gould to argue that science and religion have no overlap at the same time he demonstrates that a clear overlap exists. Using such contorted logic, Gould places himself in the position of judging valid theological constructs. Contrary to Gould’s claim, the 1950 encyclical of Pope Pius XII was not aimed at restricting the right of scientists to seek naturalistic explanations. Pius simply pointed out that there is a significant conflict between Catholic theology and Gould’s opinion about the Fact of Evolution: For the faithful cannot embrace that opinion which maintains that either after Adam there existed on this earth true men who did not take their origin through natural generation from him as from the first parent of all, or that Adam represents a certain number of first parents.10



Note that Pius was not attempting to dictate a conclusion to the magisterium of science. Instead, Pius was trying to put a bound on what faithful Catholics are entitled to believe about the first man Adam, providing they wish to be in line with the theological doctrine of the Roman Catholic Magisterium. However, Pius did point out that some Evolutionists make very broad assertions without providing factual proof: The Fact of Evolution?
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Some however, rashly transgress this liberty of discussion, when they act as if the origin of the human body from pre-existing and living matter were already completely certain and proved by the facts … 11



Many skeptics have argued that the validity of Evolution rests on the a priori assumption of Scientific Naturalism. For example, consider this quote from Phillip Johnson in defense of his paper “Science and Scientific Naturalism in the Evolution Controversy”: I explained that my thesis could be attacked in three ways. First, someone could deny that the official doctrine of evolution is in fact based on a conclusive presumption in favor of scientific naturalism. I doubted that anyone would want to deny so obvious a fact, however. Second, one could defend scientific naturalism on philosophical grounds, arguing that it is a very good philosophy and we are therefore justified in assuming it to be true. The problem with taking this line is that it removes the question from the area of biology or scientific expertise, and puts it firmly in the camp of philosophy, where scientists cannot claim to be experts. Third, science could offer evidence that is capable of proving the truth of the doctrine of evolution without support from the philosophical presupposition that only naturalistic explanation can be considered. I doubted that any such evidence exists but expressed myself as eager to hear of any.12



Some prominent Evolutionists have acknowledged Johnson’s contention by admitting that metaphysical assumptions play a role in Darwinian arguments. For example, in a Seminar entitled “The New Anti-Evolutionism,” Philosopher Michael Ruse stated that: Evolution, akin to religion, involves making certain a priori metaphysical assumptions, which at some level cannot be proven empirically. … And I think that the way to deal with creationism, but the way to deal with evolution also, is not to deny these facts, but to recognize them, and to see where we can go as we move on from there.13



In essence, Ruse believes that proponents of Evolution should acknowledge the fact that Evolution rests on certain a priori assumptions. Ruse also agreed with Johnson’s contention that Darwinism functions as a quasi-religious rule for some scientists. However, Dr. Eugenie Scott (Executive Director of the NCSE) sought to steer the discussion away from Ruse’s admission with this comment: Johnson confused a “working naturalism,” which is unavoidable in the lab with a “metaphysical naturalism,” which makes flat, absolute statements about ultimate reality.”14



Scott’s argument is that a “working naturalism” is necessary for science, but a “metaphysical naturalism” is not. However, nobody is disputing the value of a “working naturalism” to empirical science. The debate centers on whether empirical science has proven that all life forms originated through a common ancestor by natural means, or if scientists simply assert that based on the a priori assumption of scientific naturalism. Scientific naturalism – the concept that no supernatural force ever alters the natural world – is a metaphysical assumption that cannot be empirically proven. This assumption is certainly contrary to fundamental precepts of classical Judeo-Christianity, so it is not religiously neutral. Nor is it modern. Enlightenment philosopher David Hume argued against the credibility of alleged supernatural events hundreds of years ago:
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But suppose, that all the historians who treat of England, should agree, that, on the first of January 1600, Queen Elizabeth died; that both before and after her death she was seen by her physicians and the whole court, as is usual with persons of her rank; that her successor was acknowledged and proclaimed by the parliament; and that, after being interred a month, she again appeared, resumed the throne, and governed England for three years: I must confess that I should be surprised at the concurrence of so many odd circumstances, but should not have the least inclination to believe so miraculous an event. I should not doubt of her pretended death, and of those other public circumstances that followed it: I should only assert it to have 15 been pretended, and that it neither was, nor possibly could be real.



In this passage, Hume indicated that he would choose to ignore a large volume of consistent human testimony. However, if science is based on human observation, is it proper to rest science on the unconditional rejection of human testimony? Should science simply ignore all testimony about supernatural events, no matter how consistent and no matter how voluminous? Such categorical rejection of supernatural events is an essential position of the socalled Enlightenment. However, the amount of enlightenment this represents is certainly subject to question. The position of Hume is further diluted, because he would accept human testimony about other inexplicable events as being credible: Thus, suppose, all authors, in all languages, agree, that, from the first of January 1600, there was a total darkness over the whole earth for eight days: suppose that the tradition of this extraordinary event is still strong and lively among the people: that all travellers, who return from foreign countries, bring us accounts of the same tradition, without the least variation or contradiction: it is evident, that our present philosophers, instead of doubting the fact, ought to receive it as certain, and ought to search for the causes whence it might be derived. The decay, corruption, and dissolution of nature, is an event rendered probable by so many analogies, that any phenomenon, which seems to have a tendency towards that catastrophe, comes within the reach of human testimony, if that testimony be very extensive and uniform.16



Consequently, Hume advocated a double standard regarding which historical events are to be considered credible and which historical events are to be categorically rejected. In the opinion of Hume, the credibility of an extraordinary an event has nothing to do with observational evidence. Rather, the only thing that makes an event incredible is if it requires a supernatural explanation. No amount of observational evidence would ever have convinced Hume of supernatural intervention in the natural world, because he would simply ignore all such evidence. In Hume’s own words, he would “not have the least inclination to believe so miraculous an event.” Consequently, Hume is promoting an argument against evaluating evidence for miraculous events, rather than proving that they do not happen. Advocates for the Fact of Evolution who embrace scientific naturalism are following Hume’s example when they close their eyes to any possibility of supernatural events. For example, in the Blind Watchmaker, Dawkins gives an account of a marble statue waving its hand. Even if Dawkins witnessed this event, he states that he would classify it as an unlikely coincidence of jostling atoms, rather than a potential supernatural miracle.17
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In other words, Dawkins would prefer to believe something of “unimaginably great” improbability than to consider the possibility of a supernatural event.18 The very title of one of Dawkins books – Climbing Mount Improbable – promotes his view that natural selection turned random genetic mutations into improbably complex biochemical systems. Thus, Dawkins suggests natural selection has performed natural miracles.19 No amount of unlikelihood seems capable of shaking the faith of Dawkins in such naturalistic miracles. However, can empirical evidence alone lead one to that conclusion, or is an anti-supernatural bias necessary to make that logical leap? Here are Dawkins own words on the improbable nature of the origin of life: Of more immediate moment is that Cairns-Smith’s own theory, and indeed all theories of the origin of life, may sound far-fetched to you and hard to believe. Do you find both CairnsSmith theory, and the more orthodox organic primeval-soup theory, wildly improbable? Does it sound to you as though it would need a miracle to make randomly jostling atoms join together into a self-replicating molecule? Well, at times it does to me too.20



If you take Dawkins words to heart, the origin of life is not a question of believing in miracles. Rather, it is a question of what type of miracle you believe in – i.e., a natural miracle or a supernatural miracle. Dawkins finds supernatural miracles unworthy of consideration. At the same time, he promotes the concept that a natural miracle – one of the multiple theories for the origin of life – is a sure thing. Nobody disputes that living organism’s possess a tremendous amount of organized complexity. The topic that is disputed is how such organized complexity came into existence. Dawkins freely admits that the naturalistic generation of such organized complexity is postulated rather than being empirically proven. Organized complexity is the thing that we are having difficulty in explaining. Once we are allowed to postulate organized complexity, if only the organized complexity of the DNA/protein replicating engine, it is relatively easy to invoke it as the generator of yet more organized complexity.21



Dawkins’ line of reasoning bases the entire Fact of Evolution on a naturalistic miracle. He argues that once a natural miracle is assumed (i.e., the naturalistic origin of organized complexity), then a long sequence of slight improvements is less miraculous. However, Dawkins provides no empirical evidence for either the origin or increase of organized complexity through natural means. The imaginative Dawkins has stated, “Darwin made it possible to be an intellectually fulfilled atheist.”22 Dawkins atheistic viewpoint has led him to make a rather bizarre assertion – i.e., that the origin for a potential supernatural Designer must have a naturalistic explanation: To explain the origin of the DNA/protein machine by invoking a supernatural Designer is to explain precisely nothing, for it leaves unexplained the origin of the Designer. You have to say something like "God was always there," and if you allow yourself that kind of lazy way out, you might as well say that "DNA was always there," or "Life was always there," and be done with it.23
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Dawkins argument against a supernatural Designer is that organized complexity must always develop from the bottom up. However, he neglects the metaphysical possibility that a form of organized complexity has always existed. In other words, what prevents the possibility of a pre-existing God whose complex nature did not evolve? Such a metaphysical possibility might be true, even if we cannot explain it. The classical Judeo-Christian view is that God predated the creation of the universe and the organized complexity it contains. In the Judeo-Christian concept of metaphysical reality, God is present at the start, and the organized complexity of created life forms follows from him. In contrast, in the naturalistic concept of metaphysical reality, random chaos exists at the start, and organized complexity develops from it. Some people might argue that the Judeo-Christian concept of metaphysical reality is religious and that the naturalistic concept of metaphysical reality is science. But that misses the point. Both concepts are metaphysical in nature – i.e., they lack empirical proof. One can argue that the Theology of Scientific Naturalism should trump the Theology of Judeo Christianity. But that can only be a metaphysical argument. The underlying metaphysical issue is not really about preexisting complexity. Rather, it is about what forms of preexisting complexity may be postulated by science. For example, the NAS assumes that the complex laws of physics and chemistry predate the formation of the universe. Thus, the NAS considers it acceptable science to postulate that a preexisting God put these complex laws into effect.24 However, the theological position of the NAS is that such a God could not have been actively involved in created life forms. This represents an arbitrary decision about the capabilities and actions of a pre-existing God. If a pre-existing God is powerful enough to design the whole universe and bring it into existence, what reason is there to believe that he did not perform an act of specific creation to bring complex life forms into existence? Any limits placed on God’s past actions are a matter of theology and not empirical evidence. Nevertheless, the NAS presumes to deny the scientific legitimacy of an act of special creation, because of its support for the Fact of Evolution.25 Organizations such as the National Center for Science Education (NCSE) have been formed to make sure that nothing outside of the Fact of Evolution is taught in the public schools: [The] NCSE provides information and advice as the premier institution dedicated to keeping evolution in the science classroom and creationism out.26



Anti-Creationist critics have a long memory that dates back to the days of Galileo. However, the Roman Catholic Church of Galileo’s day no longer exists. Although Galileo was tried by a church tribunal and sentenced to house arrest, the modern Catholic Church is not imprisoning anybody for holding heretical viewpoints.27 The power of legal force has now changed hands. Organizations like the NCSE now use the force of the legal system to keep anything other than the Fact of Evolution from being discussed in the public schools.28 This is analogous to the Catholic Church suppressing the right of Galileo to express a different opinion. Even those who seek to discuss the evidence for a non-religious Intelligent Designer are challenged by the NCSE.29
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For example, Biochemist Michael Behe is a leading voice in the Intelligent Design movement. If one reads Behe’s work, it is obvious that his arguments are based on Biochemical details and not theology.30 Behe has pointed out that other distinguished scientists have suggested the possibility of a non-religious intelligent designer.31 For example, consider this quote from Francis Crick and Leslie Orgel: We have considered Directed Panspermia, the theory that organisms were deliberately transmitted to the earth by intelligent beings on another planet. We conclude that it is possible that life reached the earth in this way, but that the scientific evidence is inadequate at the 32 present time to say anything about the probability.



In this quote from Ben Stein’s movie Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed, even the staunch atheist Richard Dawkins acknowledged the possibility of a secular intelligent designer: It could be that at some earlier time, somewhere in the universe, a civilization … designed a form of life that they seeded onto perhaps this planet. Now that is a possibility and an intriguing possibility. I suppose that it is possible that you might find evidence for that if you look at the details of biochemistry and molecular biology you might find a signature of some sort of designer. [Short comment dubbed in by Ben Stein] And that designer could well be a higher intelligence from elsewhere in the universe.33



This quote demonstrates that even Dawkins doesn’t rule out the possibility of an Intelligent Designer for life on earth. Dawkins believes that any such designer probably evolved through Darwinian means. However, what empirical evidence is there to make a scientific claim about what happened “a long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away?”34 Missing evidence neither rules out Intelligent Design nor proves the Fact of Evolution. In his interview with Stein, Dawkins acknowledged that nobody knows how a selfreplicating molecule could have come about. Because Dawkins believes that a selfreplicating molecule represents the vital starting point for Evolution, one would think that the uncertainty surrounding it should be taught to science students. But the NCSE would like to avoid teaching about controversial issues related to the Fact of Evolution: Anti-evolution strategy: Calls to treat evolution as a "controversial issue," by using disclaimers or other methods. … Response: Point out that evolution is not scientifically controversial … Of course, there are unresolved questions and open issues within the field of evolution.35



One would think that postulating a starting point for the Fact of Evolution that nobody has a clue about would be worthy of a disclaimer. But, instead of a disclaimer, the NCSE would like to label all evolutionary skepticism as creationist and claim that it is an attempt to undermine science education. This quote from Jonathan Marks What It Means To Be 98% Chimpanzee makes a similar argument: Biologists have a reason to get defensive about creationists, who do seek to undermine science education in America.36
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Does anything and everything that challenges the Fact of Evolution represent a grave threat to science education? The NCSE has published an article entitled Gravity: It's Only a Theory.37 The article’s title implies that the Fact of Evolution is unchallengeable as gravity. But nobody is beating down school doors because they object to the teaching of Newton’s Laws about gravity. Consider why. Gravity is something that follows fixed mathematical laws that everybody can observe. Nobody disputes gravity. However, the broad claim of the Fact of Evolution is based on an unobservable random process that allegedly created all life forms from a single common ancestor that is also unobservable. Challenging claims about the unobservable is not the same as challenging something as observable as gravity. Many skeptics of the Fact of Evolution present arguments based on the observable details of cellular complexity. As a former NAS President and a winner of NCSE’s Friend of Darwin award, Bruce Alberts is certainly not a fan of either Biblical Creationism or Intelligent Design.38 Alberts has described the cell as a factory that contains an “elaborate network of interlocking assembly lines.”39 Not everybody has the technical capability to understand textbooks such as Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al.).40 But a picture is said to be worth a thousand words. Robert Lue of Harvard University has created an animated video that illustrates the amazingly complexity of the protein machines that drive cellular life. In December 2006, ABC News broadcast a version of this video captioned for non-technical audiences.41 I can’t envision that anybody could watch the ABC News video and not be amazed at the walking protein robot. Such complex protein machines are not restricted to multicellular life. Even tiny bacteria contain amazing high-efficiency rotary motors used for propulsion.42 The ARN (Access Research Network) website has a number of video clips illustrating the complexity of this amazing molecular machine.43 It is not the technical facts about complex molecular machines that are being challenged by evolutionary skeptics. Rather, the subject of dispute is the speculative stories about their evolutionary origin. For example, consider the ribosome, a molecular machine for manufacturing proteins. Biochemist John Marcus describes the chicken-oregg problem associated with the ribosome: A quick summation will reveal that the process of converting DNA information into proteins requires at least 75 different protein molecules. But each and every one of these 75 proteins must be synthesized in the first place by the process in which they themselves are involved. How could the process begin without the presence of all the necessary proteins? Could all 75 proteins have arisen by chance in just the right place at just the right time? Could it be that a strand of DNA with all the necessary information for making this exact same set of proteins just happened to be in the same place as all these proteins? And could it be that all the precursor molecules also happened to be around in their energized form so as to allow the proteins to utilize them properly?44



Nothing in this argument has anything to do with religion. Instead, this argument focuses on a purely technical point: How could a biochemical system that requires a large number of components come into existence one piece at a time, if the whole system is
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required to produce the individual pieces? Empirical evidence for the evolution of such circular systems is altogether absent. Without the ribosome, there would be no complicated protein machines because there would be no machine to build the protein components. The Fact of Evolution simply assumes that some undiscovered path of naturalistic origin produced the ribosome. Whether such an assumption is true or false is arguable. Whether such an assumption is an empirically proven fact is inarguable. It simply is not. The Fact of Evolution, like much of modern science, is based on the metaphysical assumptions that a supernatural God can have no measurable impact on the natural world. However, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle states that there are fundamental limits of measurement accuracy than can never be overcome.45 This implies that precise predictions about the behavior of elementary particles are impossible to make. Quantum uncertainty limits the amount of accuracy by which scientists can make definite predictions about the future. Consequently, one could imagine a thought experiment where each elementary particle is part of a huge chess game. In such a chess game, the cosmic chess master would be able to move elementary particles within the range of quantum mechanical uncertainty, and no scientist could ever prove otherwise. For the sake of this thought experiment, imagine that a clever manipulation of subatomic particles could achieve macroscopic level effects. For example, suppose the cosmic chess master could alter the position of elementary particles in the brain of a butterfly to trigger the flapping of its wings. Perhaps seemingly meaningless adjustments of this nature could have a ripple effect on the natural world. For example, the Butterfly Effect was accidentally discovered by an MIT professor (Edward Lorenz) when he was developing a mathematical model for predicting the weather.46 According to the Butterfly Effect, small variations in the initial conditions of a system can produce large variations in the long-term behavior of the system.47 Larry Bradley has written an excellent article about Lorenz’s accidental discovery.48 Bradley describes how Lorenz entered data from a previous computer simulation in order to restart a new computer simulation in the middle. The data Lorenz entered had an accuracy of three significant digits (one part in a thousand). Lorenz expected the new simulation to match the results from the original simulation, which used six significant digits (accurate to one part in a million). However, his expectations were very wrong. At first, the two simulations produced similar results – just as he expected. However, over a longer time interval, the two simulations began to produce drastically different results. In this quote, Bradley describes how this led Lorenz to discover what is now known as the Butterfly Effect: This led Lorenz to realize that long-term weather forecasting was doomed. His simple model exhibits the phenomenon known as "sensitive dependence on initial conditions." This is sometimes referred to as the butterfly effect, i.e. a butterfly flapping its wings in South America can affect the weather in Central Park.49



One could combine the Butterfly Effect and Quantum Theory with the thought experiment of the cosmic chess player that was described above. In such a thought
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experiment, one might imagine global weather patterns being controlled by small and undetectable changes in the brains of butterflies. Quantum Theory implies that such quantum-level changes would be entirely undetectable to science. If a hypothetical cosmic chess player was capable of making coordinated quantum mechanical adjustments in the neurons of a multitude of human brains, could he not drastically alter events in the natural world? If mechanical statues can wave their hands through quantum mechanical adjustments (as Dawkins admits), isn’t it possible that an undetectable cosmic chess player could have a major impact on the natural world?50 There is a famous thought experiment called Schrödinger’s Cat in a Box.51 In this experiment, cyanide poison will be released into a box when an unpredictable quantum mechanical event is detected. If a cat is placed in the box during the experiment, the life or death of the cat will depend on a single quantum mechanical event. Thus, quantum mechanical events can act like levers to produce macroscopic consequences. One could imagine a mad scientist modifying the experiment to have the detection device trigger a chain reaction of nuclear explosions all over the world. Thus, the fate of the entire world could theoretically rest on a single quantum mechanical event that no scientist could ever predict. Consequently, a hypothetical cosmic chess player could be controlling the fate of the world in a manner that scientists could never detect. If one substitutes the Judeo-Christian God for the hypothetical cosmic chess player, it raises interesting possibilities. Perhaps, the Judeo-Christian God constantly manipulates a vast universe of microscopic events like an elaborate system of interlocked dominoes to carry out his macroscopic will. By such a mechanism, perhaps macroscopic events (like the weather) can be controlled in a manner that is not scientifically detectable. Perhaps the explanation for the random formation of self-replicating molecules that Dawkins promotes didn’t involve a natural miracle. Perhaps it involved the JudeoChristian God manipulating quantum mechanical level effects to control the random jostling of atoms so that they bound together in the required ways. Perhaps this could explain how the immense complexity of the mysterious ribosome originated. However, invisible entities are impossible to empirically prove or disprove. That is why the Fact of Evolution can never be based on empirical proof. Transitional species and historical mutations that allegedly existed a long time ago are invisible. Without the theological doctrine of scientific naturalism, the Fact of Evolution is just as believable (or unbelievable) as my hypothetical story about an invisible cosmic chess player.
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